Become a friend of Rhinegold LIVE

The Rhinegold LIVE concert series relies entirely on the generosity and support of its friends, patrons and sponsors. By becoming a supporter, you will be assisting the series in continuing its work, increasing access and engagement within the arts and re-defining the classical recital experience.

Become a Friend and benefit from:

» 2 guaranteed preferred seats to each recital
» 2 tickets to each VIP and press pre-recital drinks reception, with unlimited drinks
» 2 tickets to each after-party and 'meet & greet' with our artists, including drinks and canapé reception
» High resolution photographs from the evening
» First to know when new artists and dates are announced
» First to know when new videos go up online
» Personal acknowledgement on the Rhinegold LIVE website and in each recital programme

£2,000pa + VAT

Upgrade to Friend+ and benefit from:

» 4 guaranteed preferred seats to each recital
» 4 tickets to each VIP and press pre-recital drinks reception, with unlimited drinks
» 4 tickets to each after-party and ‘meet & greet’ with our artists, including drinks and canapé reception
» High resolution photographs from the evening
» First to know when new artists and dates are announced
» First to know when new videos go up online
» Personal acknowledgement on the Rhinegold LIVE website and in each recital programme

£3,750pa + VAT

For further information on any of these packages, please call Event Manager, Louise Greener, on 0207 333 1732 or email her at louise.greener@rhinegold.co.uk
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